Regina José Galindo, "Rios de Gente, Guatemala" (2020) (photo by Juan Esteban Calderón, courtesy the artist)

Emma Amos, "2/4 Time" (1984), mixed media, 37 x 47 inches (image courtesy the Spelman College Museum of Fine Art)

Wendy Red Star, "Fall," from "This Fall"

Lakshmi Rivera Amin, Paintings Through November 5

understanding of the artist's fascination with precision by showcasing never-ers a deeper
been celebrated for his organized displays of cast resin sculptures encasing
practice to examinations of color interaction, geometry, and patterning and has
Throughout his decades-long career, Perelman has dedicated his mixed-media
4 inches (image courtesy the artist)

Luis Perelman, "Typewriter Block 1" (2004), found materials (typewriter) embedded in clear resin, 12 x 12 x
279 Montauk Highway, Water Mill, New York

perspectives found within a shared source of inspiration.
among the local artists, this exhibition reveals the possibility of nuanced
be shown alongside their own. Highlighting the deep-rooted community
78 inches (image
Marina Adams, "Brown in Red between Yellow and Blue" (2022), acrylic on linen, 88

Artists Choose Parrish, Part II & III
5720 State Route 9G, Hudson, New York

River School painter Frederic Church.
fittingly contextualizes the historic site, formerly the primary house of Hudson
between human construction and the natural world. This curatorial framing
11 7/8 inches (image
Jean Laurent, "El Alcazar, Visto desde Las Grutas (The Alcazar, Seen from Las Grutas)" (c. 1870–80), 19th-

Unearthed
Terraforming: Olana's Historic Photography Collection
Through October 29

Thomas Cole National Historic Site
Hawthorne Fine Art, New York, NY)

It also includes scholarship by archaeologists and conservators in an e
This exhibition celebrates Syrian textile traditions that date back to antiquity.
Tunic decoration with Alexander the Hunter on horseback (7th century), wool and linen, 32 3/4

Millennia
September 29–January 28, 2024
124 Raymond Avenue, Poughkeepsie, New York
Vassar College

artists and artists of color, featuring works by Beverly Buchanan, Betty Blayton,
This exhibition is part of the museum's broader initiative to center women
through today, focusing specifically on works by women of African descent.

Quarter Century: Women Reframe American Landscape
September 23–January 7, 2024
134 Jay Street, Katonah, New York
Katonah Museum of Art

Arshile Gorky came soon after, followed by Josef and Anni Albers. Picasso's
home to creators such as Paul Cadmus, Louise Bourgeois, and André Masson.

1960
Halfmoon's first solo show, the art of Syrian textiles, Tibetan
of over 100 artists in an exploration of Native self-determination through
artists including Cecilia Vicuña and Wendy Red Star respond to 19th-century
painter Susie Barstow, whose work was inspired by the nearby Hudson River.

Looking for an art getaway to take a break from the frenzy of fall in New York
City? We recommend a few of the many compelling, perplexing, and engaging
art exhibitions on view across Upstate New York, Long Island, Connecticut,
5.

The Latest

Is That a Question Mark in Deep Space?

Your Guide to Art Excursions Outside NYC This Fall

Enough With the Pre-Raphaelites Already!

Related

August 24, 2021

Art-filled Weekend in Upstate

Over 60 Venues Open for an
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The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum

Through June 24, 2024

Magazzino Italian Art

Marco Anelli / Tommaso Sacconi, courtesy Magazzino Italian Art)

" (1979) at Magazzino Italian Art, Cold Spring, NY (photo by

Installation view of "Welcome to New York

Hudson River Museum

1111 Chapel Street, New Haven, Connecticut

Yale University Art Gallery

and portraiture across four centuries with works by William Hogarth, Gwen

features over 50 artworks from the museum's collection, showcasing landscape

of the foremost institutions for British art in the United States. This exhibition

The Yale Center for British Art, currently closed for conservation work, is one

In a New Light: Paintings from the Yale Center for British Art

3 Beekman Street, Beacon, New York

person."

Man and wife, Joseph Mallord William Turner, and others.

and portraiture. These modern-day masters use new technologies, such as

Yasumasa Morimura, "Princess A," from the series

Yasumasa Morimura; image courtesy the artist and Luhring

63 inches (© Yasumasa Morimura)

Amin Lakshmi Rivera Amin (she/her) is a writer and artist based in New York City. She

Lakshmi Rivera Amin

Beloved Chicago Imagist Barbara Rossi Dies at 82

July 21, 2023

Hudson Valley

A Brief History of Art in the

American South

Maya Pontone

The 1939 painting, one of four illustrations for a novel by Helen Hunt

Elaine Velie

N.C. Wyeth Painting Bought at Thrift Store for $4 Could

Richard H. Weisman

Canadian artist Michael Snow, who passed away earlier this year, carved out a

Michael Snow: A Life Survey (1955–2020)
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815 North Broadway, Saratoga Springs, New York

The School, Jack Shainman Gallery
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Take Your Practice to New Heights With SVA Continuing Education
The School of Visual Arts in NYC offers hundreds of online and on-campus courses as well as a variety of artist residency programs.

Rat Infestation Plagues Rome’s Colosseum
Soaring temperatures and litter discarded by tourists might have added to the problem, authorities say.
Maya Pontone

How Does the Santa Fe Indian Market Benefit Museums?
The annual Native arts festival has built bridges across communities and increased diversity among museum audiences.
Tahnee Ahtone and America Meredith

Job Opportunity: Head of Programme, Office for Contemporary Art Norway
Play a pivotal role in leading OCA’s public programs, maintain the organization’s position as a prominent contemporary arts institution, and identify development opportunities. Apply by September 10.

A Film Series Looks Back on US Labor Movements
The films in Labor Day on 16mm go beyond buzzwords and focus on educating audiences in the foundational history of labor movements in the US.
Bedatri D. Choudhury

Marie Hermann Finds Poetry in Ceramics
And the Walls Became the World All Around provides an accessible visual language to understand Hermann’s ceramic work in book form.
Sarah Rose Sharp

Meet With the School of the Art Institute of Chicago at Admissions Events Across the US and Online
Learn more about graduate degrees at SAIC, receive guidance on the application process, and get feedback on your portfolio.

194-Year-Old Time Capsule Reveal Ends in Historic Flop
The much-anticipated event at West Point Military Academy left attendees disappointed.
Rhea Nayyar

Major Cuban Artists Call to Boycott State-Sponsored Cultural Events on the Island
Tania Bruguera and Coco Fusco are among 24 artists urging the international art community to abandon the “political fantasy that Cuba is a socialist utopia.”
Maya Pontone